Recommended Supplies List
6th Grade
All Classes


One zippered pencil pouch—no boxes please!
Pencils | Glue sticks—a lot of each
Highlighters in three different colors
Blue or black pens | Red pens for corrections
Colored pencils | Scissors
Three 1” binders | Notebook paper | Two
composition books























One poly 2-pocket yellow folder with prongs
Tabbed dividers—a pack of 10 or two packs of 5 to be
used in all binders
Ear buds (to be kept at school or in the Chromebook
case; the WMS Media Center sells them for $2)
Please, no rolling backpacks or zipper binders like
Trapper Keepers—they do not fit in the lockers

7th Grade

8th Grade

All Classes

All Classes

Two 2”, 3-ring binders
Tabbed dividers—a pack of 10 or two packs of 5
to be used in all binders
Loose notebook paper for all classes; college-ruled
is required for Math
One zippered pencil pouch—no boxes please!
Pencils—a lot!
Personal pencil sharpener that collects shavings
Highlighters in multiple colors
Blue or black pens | Red pens for corrections
Colored pencils
12 glue sticks for World Geography and ELA
Ear buds (to be kept at school or in the
Chromebook case; the WMS Media Center sells
them for $2)











Math and ACC Math







Kleenex | Paper towels | Lysol or Clorox



One Mead 5-Star (3- or 5-subject) spiral collegeruled notebook
Glue sticks

Science

wipes | Hand sanitizer | Colored printer
paper | Peppermints

Math teachers are flexible with ways for your
math papers to be organized; you may choose a 3ring binder (any size), an accordion folder, or any
other organizational system that works for you
Dry erase markers
Composition notebook

Georgia Studies


Donations—ALL GRADES

One zippered pencil pouch—no boxes please!
#2 pencils—a lot!
Highlighters | Pens | Paper | Scissors
Colored pencils
Ear buds (to be kept at school or in the
Chromebook case; the WMS Media Center sells
them for $2)



Composition notebook | Glue Sticks

ELA
Additional supply lists may be provided by
individual teams and/or classes as the school
year gets underway in August.







One 3-ring binder OR a section of a binder
Blue, black and red pens (non-erasable)
Dry erase markers
Highlighters in multiple colors

